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When it comes to mobility solutions, Pride® electric scooters are in a class of their own. With different models that will cater to your specific needs, there is a scooter for every budget and application. From compact travel to full-sized luxury models, you are sure to find the perfect Pride® motorised scooter.
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Serving Australia with high-quality mobility aids for more than two decades.
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Live your best

with our durable, easy-to-use, and versatile mobility scooters for adults.
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Australia's #1

Power Wheelchair

Enjoy superior performance


and function.
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GoGo

anywhere

with our compact size and easy feather-touch disassembly.
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Offering innovative
comfort

and style to complement

any home decor.
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We provide innovative, market-leading mobility aids that are designed for the real world.


See More
Learn more about what's happening at Pride.
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Latest News

Pride Mobility Products is proud to support The Funky Farm - Australia’s first (and only) animal sanctuary purpose-built to cater for those with special needs.
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Company History

Discover Pride Mobility Products Australia and learn about the company's legacy of developing consumer-inspired mobility aids.
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About Us

Pride Mobility Products Australia is a subsidiary of Pride Mobility Products® Corporation, the world's leading designer and manufacturer of mobility aids.
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See what customers are saying about our products.

Pride Profiles in Motion features real Pride Mobility product users and their personal experience with a Pride power wheelchairs, mobility scooters and electric recliners. Learn more about how a Pride products have changed their lives and allowed them to go places and do things they couldn't before.
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"My Jazzy Air 2 gives me confidence to keep up with my active lifestyle. It's stylish, easy-to-operate, and delivers the kind of face-to-face interaction I require to go about my business."

Robert Lloyd, Melbourne
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"With my iRide travel scooter, I can go to the local shopping centre with my wife and spend the morning looking at everything. Trips out and about became fun again."

Rayyan Plipat, Canberra
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"My Zero Turn scooter offers freedom and independence. Sometimes, I just ride around and enjoy the beauty of the sky and earth. It's a liberating experience."

Debbie Smith, Cairns
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My Pride lift chair arrived last week and I’m absolutely delighted! It’s whisper quiet and the USB hand control allows me change my iPhone while watching television. I highly recommend!

Alan March, Perth
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For custom rehab solutions visit QuantumRehab.com


PRODUCTS

Pride Product Catalogue

Pride Mobility Scooters

Jazzy Power Chairs

Pride Power Lift Recliners

Theorem Power Lift Recliners

Bair Bikes

CUSTOMER SUPPORT

Contact Us

Dealer Marketing Request

pridemobility.com

quantumrehab.com

stealthproducts.com

End-to-End Comparison Guides

COMPANY INFORMATION

About Us

Who We Are

Company History

Community Involvement

Sustainability Commitment


Looking to purchase a Pride product? Locate your nearest authorised stockist by clicking here!

+61 3 8770 9600

prideaustralia@pride-mobility.com.au

20-24 Apollo Drive, Hallam,


Victoria, Australia, 3803
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MOBILITY SCOOTERS

ELECTRIC WHEELCHAIRS

LIFT CHAIRS

COMPLEX SOLUTIONS
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